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A g cage of valency k is a regu' - bU. graph of girth g and valency k with the minimum number 
of vertices consistent with this conciition [12]. An embeddable g net of valency k corresponds 
to a graph of girth g which can be drawn on a surface in such a way that every face is bounded 
by a circuit of length g. Similarities betdeen g nets and known g cages are investigated and a 
pcssib!e 5 cage of valency 6 is produced. An existence theorem for regular g nets is also given. 
Net structure 
Suppose r represents any finite graph (without loops or multiple edges). 
Denote by %,, the set of circuits in r of length h and by Y and % the sets of 
veo:ices and edges of r respectively. Suppose that V = 1Tf1 and E = ISI and denote 
by N the set of natural numbers (1,2,3, . . .). 
Definition 1. r is a general net if and only if there exists %* c %,, such that given 
any edge e E 8 there are exactly two circuits C1. C, E %* such that e E C, and 
eECz. 
%* is called the set of special circuits in r and h is called the mesh of the net. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that r is a general net of mesh h. men, 
(1) hF= 2E where F = I%*l. 
(2) If r is regular of valency k, kV is divisible by h. 
Proof. (1) There are F special circuits, each containing h edges. By definition 
each edge e is contained in exactly two circuits in %‘*. 
(2) This follows immediately, since k V = 2E. Cl 
In general the girth g 6 h; when g = h, r will be called a general g net. A 
general g net which is regular of valency k and which has the minimum number of 
vertices consistent with these conditions will be called a general g net cage of 
vaknc y k. 
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A regular general g net is a regular graph of girth g and so the number of 
vertrces is bounded below by the number of vertices in the g cage of valency k. 
The cage problem remains an open question but lower bounds for the numbers of 
vertices have been found and improved [121 1, 2, 4, lo]. Tutte [12] showed that 
regular graphs of valency k and girth g always exist and so the existence of cages 
is not in question. 
Suppose k, g G N (k 2 3, g > 3). If n,,( k, g) is defined by 
n,,(k, g) = k(k -2)-‘{(k - 1)‘R-m”‘2- l)+ 1 (g odd), 
n,,(k, g) = 2(k -2)‘((k - 1)“‘2- 1) (g even), 
then q,(k, g) is a lower bound for the number of vertices in a graph of girth g and 
vafency k. This notation is consistent with that of Biggs [l], where Proposition 
23.6 shows that if r is a g cage of valency k and if r has n,(k, g) vertices then 
either g E {3,4,6,8,12}, or g = 5 and k E (3,7,57}. It follows that if g and k do 
not satisfy these conditions, then 
(1) Van,,(k, g)+ 1 (k evenj, 
(2) Va no(k, g) + 2 (k odd). 
Suppose N,,(k, g) denotes the smallest natural number V consistent with these 
inequalities then using Lemma 2 the following theorem is obtained. 
Theorem d. hppose r is a general g net of valency k then 
(1) g divides Vk, 
(2) Vs N,(k, g). 
In the case of equality in (2), the general g net will be a general g net cage but 
uniqueness vvill not necessarily follow. The smallest value of V satisfying the 
conditior 5 of Theorem 3 will Se called the net lower bound. 
Theorem 4. Suppose F is a general net of valency 3. Then given any two incident 
r-!;T:*_ L, md e2 (e, # e,) there exists a unique special circuit C which corttains both 
e, al.,: e,. 
roof. Every edge belongs to precisely two special circuits and since no circuit 
can contain the same edge twice the conclusion follows. U 
3 4 s 6 
3 4 6 6 7 
4 8 8 12 12 
5 10 20 28 40 
Fig. 1. A table showing the net lower bounc” for small values of g and k. 
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Fig. 2. A graph with the structure of a general 4 net. 
e above theorem may be considered as the fundamental 
nets. However, the conclusion need not hold for a general 
example shows. 
property of trivalent 
net as the following 
Exampk The graph shown in Fig. 2 may be given the structure of a general 4 net 
by defining 
ce” = (04. 1, v,2h b-4 2, v, 3), (u, 3, v, 1)). 
Definition 5. A net is a general net satisfying the condition: given 
incident edges e, and e2 (el # e,), there is at most one special circuit 
contains both e, and e,. 
By Theorem 4, every general net of valency 3 is a net of valency 3. 
any two 
C which 
Lemma 6. Suppose r is a net and v E ?f is any vertex of valency k. Then there exists 
a permutation m of the vertices vi (i E (1, . . . , k)) adjacent to v such that the pair of 
edges (vi. v), (v, r(vi)) (i ~(1, . . . , k)) are corttained in a unique special circuil 
Ci GCe** 
ploof. The required property follows immediately from Definitions 1 and 5. Such 
a permutation will be called a verfex permutation at v. 0 
Defitition 7. A net is enzbeddable if and only if given any vertex v, the vertex 
permutations at 2) are cyclic. 
Theorem 8. Suppose 
r is embeddable. 
r is a net in which no vertex has valency exceeding 5, then 
Proof. Suppose v is an arbitrary vertex and T a vertex permutation at v. By 
definition, all the cycles of w must have length greater than 2 and so, since the 
valency does not exceed 5, w must be cyclic. III 
This theorem is “best possible” because non embeddable nets exist in which no 
vertex has valency exceeding 6. 
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Example. Fig. 3 shows a regular graph of valency 6. The following circuits give to 
the graph the strtcture of a 3 net. 
b,, A, uz), (u,, A, u,), (u,, A u,), (v,r A vz)r (~2, A vJ, (v,, A c,), 
(k, 6 UA (u,, .R kJ, bj, B, u,), (v,, 4 v,), 029 a v,), hhr B, VA 
cu2, c, u,), (Uj, c, u,), (u,, c, UJ, (uz, c, VJ), (v3, c, v,), (u,, c UZ), 
(u.3, I.2 u,), b&l9 3, k,), b,, Q u,), (VJ1 a Vl). (t)Sr n ul), (u,, 0 u,). 
However, this net 
A is not cyclic, 
is non embeddable. For instance, the permutation at the vertex 
Theorem 9. SUQQOSt? r iS an embeddable net. Then there exists a closed surfuce S 
on which r can be drawn so that each face is hounded by a special circuit. 
Proof. The surface S with r drawn on it is constructed by the following 
procedure. To each special circuit C in %‘* assign a regular polygon with II sides 
and each vertex labelled by the appropriate vertex of C. By construction any edge 
in % appears in precisely two polygons. A closed surface S is now formed by 
identifying pairs of edges in the set of polygons where these arise from the same 
edge in 8. Definition 7 ensures that the surfar~ is “locally flat”. 0 
xamgle. Fig. 4(a) shows Griitzsch’s graph [6] which is an example of a 4 net. 
Z* -{(i - 1, i, i + 1, ai), (i f&+1, V, ai__,): i E{ 1, . . . , S}}, 
subscvipts mod. 5. The net structure provides d drawing of Griitzsch’s graph on 
the F *ojective plane (Fig. 4(b)). The topological dual is a regular graph of valency 
4 wieti 10 vertices. 
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Fig. 4. Griitzxh’s graph (a). d-awn on the projective plane (b). 
The surface arising from the constructian employed in Theorem 9 will be called 
the tlet surface of r r will be called (non) orientable if and only if S is (non) 
orientable. The Euler characteristic of the net surface can be calculated from the 
usual formula V - E + F. 
An embeddable net for which the Euler characteristic is even and which is 
nevertheless non orientable will be called a quirk. 
Net cages 
The true numbers of vertices (where known) corresponding to those cases listed 
in the table in Fig. 1 will now be determined. 
Case 1. Valency 3. 
The 3, 4, 5 and 6 net cages are the graphs &, the cube, Petersen’s graph and 
Heawood’s graph respectively. The corresponding embeddings are the known 
embeddings on the sphere, sphere, projective plane and icorus respectively [3]. All 
these net cages are unique and the cube is the only one which is not a1so.a g cage. 
The 4 cage is R&. 
In the case of higher girth the 7 cage (McGee’s graph, 24 vertices) and the 8 
cage (Tutte’s graph, 30 vertices) [ 121 do not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3 
and so cannot be g nets. In fact McGee’s graph is a net of mesh 8 (Fig. 5) whereas 
Tutte’s graph which is bipartite is not a net of mes;l 10, as can be seen by a careful 
examination of its 72 circuits of length 10. 
To satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3, a 7 net must have at least 28 vertices. 
However, although many graphs of girth 7 exist with 28 vertices none= of them is a 
7 net B]. 
Case 2. Valency 4. 
The 3 cage, KS and the 5 cage, Robertson’s graph [9] do not satisfy the 
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7 Special circuits: 
(1,X3,4, 16, 15, 14, 13), (4,s. 6,7,19, 18, 17, 16), 
(7, X, 9, 10,22,21,20, 19). (10, 11.12, 13, 1.24.23.22). 
(2, Lz,, 20, 19, 18, 11, 10,9), (9,8, 15, 16, 17,24. 1.2). 
(15, 14,21,22,23,6,7,8), (21,20,3,4,5.12, 13. 14). 
(5,6.23,24, 17, 18, 11, 12). 
Fig. 5. McGee‘s graph with the structure of a net of mesh 8. 
conditions of Theorem 3 and so cannot be g nets. The 3 net cage is the 
octahedron drawn on the sphere and the 4 net cage (which is also the 4 cage) is 
&.a drawn on the torus. There is a 5 net cage with 20 vertices which is shown in 
Fig. 6. This is not one of the isomorphic subgraphs shown in Fig. 10, which can be 
shown not to have 5 net structure. 
Cme 3. Valency 5. 
The 3 net cage, which is also the 3 cage, is Kh drawn on the projective plane. 
This is shown in Eg. 7. The 4 cage is KS.5 but the 4 net cage must have at least 12 
vertices. A 4 net cage with 12 vertices is shown in Fig. 8. 
The uniqueness of the S valent 5 cage has yet to be settled. Wegner [ 131 
showed th;,; a 5 cage must trave 30 vertices and presented an example. However 
‘7 
?h 
6 
15 7 
Spxial circuits: 
(Z(j. 19. 14.2, 1). (1,2,6. IX, 9). 
(1.9.8, 13. 12). (14, 15, 10.3.2). 
(Z’L 16, 17, 18, 19). (19, 18.6.7. 11). 
(19. 11, 12, 13. 14). (17.3. 10.9. 18). 
(20.4.8.7. 16). (16.7.6.5. 13). 
(1:s. 1s. 14, 13. 17). (8.9. 10. 11.7). 
(20. 1, 12. S. 4). (4, S, 6.2.3). 
(4.3. 17, 13.X). (12. 11. 10, IS, S). 
Fig. 6. A 5 net cage of va ency 4. 
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Fig. 7. K,. the 3 net cage of valency 5 drawn on the projective plane. 
this graph had been previously found by Sauer [ll]. Although the number of 
vertices is consistent with the requirements of Theorem 3 it is not clear if Sauer’s 
graph is a 5 net. 
Cuse 4. Valency 6 
Kj ic the 3 cage and this is also the 3 net cage. It is the topological dual of 
Heawood’s graph on the torus. I& is the 4 cage and this is also the 4 net cage. 
The net is embeddable and orientable of genus 4. Fig. 9 shows fii< net structure. 
The 5 cage of valency 6 is not known but it must have at least 39 vertices [2]. 
By Theorem 3 it follows that the 5 net cage must have at least 40 vertices. Fig. 10 
shows an example of such a net. The net is embeddable and orientable ar.d the 
graph is possibly a 6 valent 5 cage. 
Special circuits: 
(1.4.3.2). (1,2,11,12), (l,12,9,@, 
( 1.8,7,6), ( 1,6,5,4), (4,7,6,3), 
(4,11, l&7), (4,s. 2,l l), (6,9,8,5L 
(6.3, IO, 9). (8,7,12, ll), (8,11,10,5), 
(12,9,2,3). (12,3,10,7i, (1% 5.2.9). 
Fig. 8. A 4 net cage o valency 5. 
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Special circuits: 
(1,2,3,fl), (2,1,12,7), (12,1.10,5), 
( 10, 1,8,3), (8,1,6,7), (6,1,4.5), 
(3,2,11,12), (7, 12, 11. lo), (5, 10, 11.8A 
(3,8, 11,6), (7,6,11,4), (5,4,11,2), 
(4.3.6.9). (2,7,4,9), (2.9.12.5). 
(10,3, 12,9), (8,7, 10,9), (8,9,6,5i. 
Fig. %; ‘Zhe 4 net cage of valency 6. 
The following directed special circuits show that the net is orientable. 
f-%7 %+4r %+89 xi +-I29 Xi+ld, (Vi9 yi+89 yi+l69 yi+4, yi+12) i E (2,4}. 
(&+lh xi+12, %+X3 xi+49 xi), (yr+129 yi+4, yi+16, yi+8, yi) iE(l, 3). 
Cxi9 yi, xi+77 yi+69 &+4)9 (xi, yi-19 Xi+69 yi+g* yi) iE(1,2,. . .,20}, i even. 
Cxi+49 Yi+h9 xi+7, yi9 xi), (yi, yi+S, xi+69 yi-13 &) iE(1,2,. . . ,20}, i odd. 
Additional joins, Yi . *%l’Yl. , ‘I+? (subscripts mod. 20) 
Fig. 10. A S net cage of vr;fency 6. 
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The following permutations at vertices show that the net is embeddable. 
where 
circuit 
The 
and g 
xi: (xi+4xi+*6Yi+*Yi-7Yi-*Yi), 
Yi: (Yi+SYi+**xi-*xi+,~+,~), 
iE{l,2,. . .) 20}, subscripts mod. 20. The graph is hamiltonian; a suitable 
is explicitly: 
(X*9 Yl9 9 l l 9 xi9 Yi, Xi+19 Yi+lv l l l 9 X209 y2OJ* 
true numbers (where known) of vertices corresponding to the values of k 
listed in the table in Fig. 1 can now be given (Fig. 11). 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 6 6 7 
4 8 8 12 12 
5 10 20 ?(30) 40 
Fig. 11. A table of true values for V for g net cages. The number in brackets indicates an improved 
lower bound. 
An existence theorem 
The existence of regular g nets (and therefore of g net cages) of valency k will 
be established by producing a compact surface S on which r is drawn and on 
which r is a regular (g, k} map ill the sense of Coxeter and Moser [3]. The proof 
employs a concept known to group theorists as residual finiteness. A group is said 
to be residually finite if and only if given any element in the group (other than the 
identity) there exists a normal subgroup which does not contain the element but 
which is of finite index in the group. 
Lemma 10. Suppose G is a residually finite group and P is a finite subset of G 
which does not include the identity. There exists a nomal subgroup No of G of finite 
index in G such that I+&, n P = 8. 
Proof. Suppose the elements of P are labelled pi (i E { 1, . . . , n}). Since G is 
residually finite, to each pi there corresponds a normal subgroup Ni of finite index 
in G such that pig Ni. The subgroup No = ny=, Ni is normal and satisfies the 
condition Non P = 8. Further, given two subgroups of finite index in a group, the 
intersection also has finite index. It follows that No has finite index in G. 0 
. Givef; any natural numbers g, k such that g, k 2 3 there exists an 
embeddable g net r of valency k. 
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I Proof. For an 
net surface is 
product of $g 
embeddable g net of valency k the universal covering space of the 
the sphere, Eticlidean plane or hyperbolic plane according as the 
and $k is less than, equal to or greater than their sum [3, p. 523. 
Firstly those cases v-here the universal covering space is not the hyperbolic Plane 
will be considered. 
Case 1. k = 3. Examples for g = 3,4 and 5 correspond to the tetrahedron, cube 
and dodecahedron; the net surface in each case is the sphere. For g = 6, a suitabk 
example is provided by Heawood’s graph drawn on the torus [3, p. 1171. 
Case 2. k = 4. Examples for g = 3,4 correspond to the octahedron (on the 
sphere) and Ka,,1 (on the torus). 
Case 3. k = 5. The icosahedron provides an example for the case g = 3. 
Case 4. k = 6. The topological dual of Heawood’s graph on the torus provides 
an example for the case g = 3. This graph is K,. 
Only those cases where the universal covering space is the hyperbolic plane 
remain to be considered. Denote by H the hyperbolic plane and by X the graph 
of the infinite tesselation of H by regular polygons with g sides, each vertex 
belonging to k such polygons. Hence X is an infinite graph of valency k. The 
theorem will be proved by showing the existence of a compact surface S which 
has H as its universal covering space and on which X projects to a regular graph 
of girth g. 
Consider the Fuchsian group 
Gy (2.g,k)=gp(a,b,c:a2=b”=c”=abc=1) 
131, which acts as a transformation group on H preserving X and for which H/G 
A compact [7]. The first step in the proof entails showing that G is residually 
. 
IIr iiL. V~YI cev [8] proved that a finitely generated linear group is residually finite. 
Now 6 1s finitely generated and is a subgrcup of PSL(2, R). The map 
8 :X(2, R)-+PSL(2, R) with kernel =tl lifts G to a subgroup G = O-‘(G) of 
SL(2, R) and e is finitely generated by the finite set 8-r {a, b, c}. Hence by 
Mal’cev’s theorem G is residually finite. Now any clement x in G (other than the 
identity) lifts to O-‘(x) and l@-‘(x)1= 2, so by Lemma 10 there exists a normal 
subgroup of G which has no element in common with O--‘(x) and which is of finite 
inde:, in G. The image of this normal subgroup under 8 is rlu;wal in G, of finite 
index in G and does not contain x. Hence G is residually finite. 
Fmalfy select an arbitrary vertex u of X and denote by WR the (finite) set of 
vertices w( # IJ) in X for which dist (u, w) < g. Let P = (y : y E 6 and 07 E w,), 
ther, P ‘c a finite set which does not include the group identity. Therefore, by 
Lemma 10, G contains a normal subgroup M,, of finite index in G which does not 
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contain any element of P. Suppose S * H/N, and that r is the projection of X on 
S then it has been shown that the image of v is contained in no circuit of length 
less than g. Further since No is normal in G, the map r on S is regular in the 
sense If Coxeter and Moser [3] and so no vertex of r is contained in a circuit of 
lengtk. sss than g. 0 
The theorem is “best possible” in the sense that there exist natural nnmbers g, 
h and k ; kr 3 g 2 3, k 3 3 for which there is no regular net of girth g, mesh h and 
valency k. 
Example. Consider h = 5, k = 3 then since $h l $k <$h +$k, the universal covering 
space is the sphere. The Euler characteristic enables the number of vertices (20) 
to be determined. The corresponding tesselation is that provided by the 
dodecahedron and there are consequently only two trivalent nets of mesh 5; the 
dodecahedron itself and Petersen’s graph. In particuiar for mesh 5 there are no 
trivalent nets of girth 3 or 4. 
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